
Pittsburgh Art and Architecture Collections 

The Indexes and Information Files for both Artists and Architects work in the same way.  The 

specific artist or architect can be located in the index, and further information about him or her 

will be found in the Information File. 

 

The Pittsburgh Artists File 

The Pittsburgh Artists File consists of index cards listing names of over 4000 visual artists who 

have some connection to the Pittsburgh area, whether they were born or worked in the region.  

It’s the first place to go when researching a particular artist in Pittsburgh. The cards reference 

entries in catalogs, local directories, citations in one of the Library’s reference resources or a 

corresponding Pittsburgh Artist Information File. Ask your librarian for further assistance 

navigating this outstanding resource. 

The Pittsburgh Artist Information File 

With coverage ranging from 1930-2000, the Pittsburgh Artist Information File contains 

newspaper and magazine clippings, opening event announcements, exhibition catalogs, 

obituaries and other ephemera. This rare and unique collection contains information not easily 

found elsewhere.  

The Pittsburgh Architects File 

This file, consisting of index cards with the names of over 1000 architects and firms with some 

connection to Pittsburgh, is your gateway to discovering the companies and people who have 

contributed to the architectural legacy of our region. The cards will point you in the right 

direction to find specific information on an architect or company mentioned in the Library’s 

reference resources, local directories, catalogs or the corresponding Pittsburgh Architects 

Information File. 

It is not, however, an index of architects currently working in the Pittsburgh area, but you can 

always ask your librarian about that, too! 

The Pittsburgh Architects Information File 

With coverage ranging from about 1930-2000, The Pittsburgh Architects Information File is a 

collection of mostly newspaper and magazine clippings. Painstakingly collected by Carnegie 

Library art librarians through the pre-internet years, the file includes rare and unique items not 

easily found elsewhere. 

The Associated Artists of Pittsburgh Collection 

The library holds the complete set to date of the annual exhibition catalogs of The Associated 

Artists of Pittsburgh, one of the country’s oldest artist organizations. A corresponding card index 

includes artists’ names and the years that their work was included in their annual exhibition. 

Pittsburgh Art Topics 

An extensive collection of newspaper and magazine clippings ranging from about 1930-2000, 

The Pittsburgh Art Topics File contains information about art events, galleries, festivals, 

organizations and other subjects that have some connection with the Pittsburgh region. It also 



includes catalogs, mounted picture and other ephemera unique to the Carnegie Library of 

Pittsburgh, and it’s your first stop for Pittsburgh art research. 

Bernd Collection of Architecture 

Established in 1895 through a bequest to the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh from the estate of 

successful Pittsburgh merchant Julius D. Bernd, this collection of books about architecture and 

related arts is still funded by his generosity today, well over 100 years later.  Many of the earlier 

titles, ranging from 1540-1850, acquired by the Library through the Bernd fund can be found in 

the William R. Oliver Special Collections Room, while other Bernd titles can be found interfiled 

in the general collection. 

 

 

 

 


